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Preface

Evidentiality— or grammatical encoding of information source— is a topic which fasci-
nates linguists, anthropologists, and even journalists and the general public. This volume 
aims at providing a framework and state- of- the art view of evidentiality in its various guises, 
in the light of recent achievements and current developments in the field of linguistics. We 
place special focus on the analysis of evidentiality systems in the world’s languages within 
a typological perspective, thus contributing to the appreciation of linguistic diversity. The 
majority of contributors are experts in inductively based linguistic analysis of grammat-
ical structures of individual languages. This empirical focus is one of the highlights of the 
volume.

I owe the idea of putting this book together to Julia Steer, of Oxford University Press. 
Without her unfailing support and assistance at every stage, this project would not have 
been possible. Vicki Sunter and Karen Morgan, of OUP, have also been immensely helpful at 
every stage. I am grateful to all the contributors to this volume, for their chapters, comments, 
and scholarly interaction throughout the creation of this volume. R. M. W. Dixon provided 
comments and on- going support (in addition to insights on various languages of his exper-
tise). Many thanks go to Professor Nola Alloway, Dean of the College of Arts, Society, and 
Education at James Cook University, and the Division of Tropical Environment and Society, 
for their moral and financial support. The work on this volume was partially supported by 
the Australian Research Council Discovery Project ‘How languages differ and why’, and 
my Australian Laureate Fellowship ‘How gender shapes the world:  a linguistic perspec-
tive’. We all owe a special debt of gratitude to Brigitta Flick, Angela Lansdown, and Jolene 
Overall, for meticulous editorial assistance, checking the manuscripts, and formatting them. 
Adella Edwards did a remarkable job helping many contributors prepare their maps. The 
JCU library, under the leadership of Heather Gordon, provided all the necessary resources. 
Special thanks go to Bronwen Forster and Carolyn Tredrea. The efficient interlibrary loan 
system worked like clockwork— many many thanks indeed to Lyn Clarke, Janine Meakins, 
Bridie Soo, and many other friends and colleagues at JCU library. A very big ‘thank you’ goes 
to Amanda Parsonage for her assistance and support at the Language and Culture Research 
Centre. And last but not least— our eternal debt is to speakers of languages with evidentials 
who shared their remarkable knowledge and insights with us, linguists, and fieldworkers. 
This volume is a homage to them all.
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1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
A transitive subject
abil abilitative
abl ablative
abs absolutive
absent absential
acc accusative
act active
add additive
adj adjective
adjz adjectivizer
adn adnominal
adv adverb, adverbial
advr adverbial
affect affected
ag agentive
agnmlz agentive nominalization
ah addressee honorific
all allative case
alter alterphoric (non- ego)
an animate
anim animate
anph anaphoric
ant anterior past, anteriority
aobl attributive oblique
aor aorist
apass antipassive
applic applicative
appr apprehensive
aprx approximative
art article
asp aspect
ass assertive
assert assertion, assertative
assoc associative

assum assumed
at localization ‘at, by’
aud auditory, auditive
augment augment
auth authoritative
aux auxiliary
av Actor voice
avs adversative
b gender b
BC Buryat Corpus (source)
ben benefactive
best.sens best sensory
bou boulomaic modality
bpg best possible ground
c conjunct order
card cardinal numeral
caus causative
caut caution
cc copula complement
cert certainty
circ circumstantial modal
cl classifier
cm specific class marker
CML Corpus of Mari language
cn connegative
cnd common noun 

determiner
cnj conjunct
coh coherence
coll collective
comit comitative
comp complementiser
compl completive
con continuative
conc concessive
cond conditional
conj conjunction
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xx   Abbreviations and conventions

conn connective
conq consequence
cons consecutive
contact localization with contact
cont continuous
contr contrast(ive)
convb converb
cop copula
cor coreference
core core argument, core case
coref coreferential
cos change of state
crst certainty marker
cs copula subject
curr current (for timing of 

perception event)
cyc cyclic
d gender d
dat dative
dec declarative
def definite
deic deictic
dem demonstrative
deo deontic modality
dep dependent
desid desiderative
det determiner
dif diffuse
dim diminutive
dir directional
dir.evid direct evidential
dir.indiv direct evidential 

individual knowledge
dir.mutual direct evidential mutual 

knowledge
dis disjunct
dist distal, distant
distr distributive
dm discourse marker
dn downtoner
dr nominal animate 

classifier
drc direct
drt (unmarked) direct 

evidential
ds different subject

du, du dual
dub dubitative
dub.pt dubitative particle
dur durative
dx deixis
dyn dynamic modality
E extension to core
E.V. echo vowel
ego egophoric
ela elative case
emph emphasis
ep evidential particle
epi epistemic modality
equa equational copula
erg ergative
est established past
evid evidential
exc, excl exclusive
exclm exclamation
exist existential
exp experiential
exper experienced
expect expectative
fact factual
fem, f, f feminine
fin finite
fns final nominal suffix
foc focus
fp far past
FPe far past eyewitness
FPn far par non- eyewitness
fut future
futimp future imperative
gen genitive
Gen.Know General Knowledge 

evidential
geo.loc fixed geographic location
ger gerund
gv goal voice
hab habitual
hon honorific
hpl human plural
hsay hearsay evidential
ht honorific title
hum human
ic initial change
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 Abbreviations and conventions   xxi

icvb imperfective converb
ideo ideophone
ill illative case
ill.m illocutionary 

modification
immed immediate
imp imperative
imper imperfect
impers impersonal
imperv imperfective
in localization ‘in’
inan, inanim inanimate
inc, inc inclusive
incept inceptive
inch inchoative
incl, incl inclusive
incom incompletive
indcaus indirect causative
indef indefinite
indep independent
indep.pr independent (free) 

pronoun
indevid indirect evidentiality
indic indicative
indir indirect
indobj indirect object
indv individual perspective 

(speaker only)
ine inessive case
infin infinitive
infer inferred
ins instantaneous
inst instrumental
intens intensifier
inter interrogative
inter.loc localization ‘inter’
inter.past intermediate past
interj interjection
intr intransitive
inv inverse
ip instrumental prefix
ipnm immediate past 

non- eyewitness
irr irrealis
iter iterative

i- v gender agreement 
markers

joint.vis joint vision
KNC Kalmyk National Corpus 

(source)
lat lative
lim limitative
link linker
loc locative
log logophoric pronoun
lv locative voice
masc, m, m masculine
mass mass noun
med medial
mid middle marker
mir mirative
MM Middle Mongolian
mod modal
n neuter
n-  non- 
n.1 non- first person
n.evid non- evidential
n.s/ a.top topical non- subject
narr narrative
nav non- Actor voice
ncert non- certainty
ncl noun class
neg negation
neut, n, n neuter
neutral neutrality
nexp non- experiential
nf non- feminine
nf nonfinal
nfut non- future
nom nominative
nomz nominalizer
non.a/ s non- Subject
np near past
nparti non- participatory 

evidence
npast non- past
npl neuter plural
npn non- possessed noun
npot non- potential
nrpast non- recent past
nsg, NSG non- singular
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xxii   Abbreviations and conventions

numb number
nvis non- visual
nw nonwitnessed
o transitive object
obj object, objective case
obl oblique
observ.rec.pst observed recent past
obv obviative
omt onomatopoeic
opt optative
or orientation
ord ordinal
ord ordinal number
os object over subject in 

Person Prefix Hierarchy, 
‘inverse voice’

OT Old Tibetan
other Other person or 

non- egophoric
p P- evidential form
part particle
parti participatory evidence
partic participle
partit partitive case
pass passive
past.dir past tense direct 

evidential
past.indir past tense indirect 

evidential
pat patient
pdub preterit dubitative
per perfect
pers personal marking 

(finite verbs)
pers.n personal name
persist persistive
perv perfective
pf pause filler
pl, pl plural
pln place name
pn proper noun
pnc punctual
pnd proper noun determiner
PQ Pastaza Quichua
pol politeness
poss possessive

post posterior
pot potential
pp past participle
pq polar question
pr pronominal animate 

classifier
pr polite request
predict predictive
prep preposition
pres present
pret preterit
prev previous (timing of 

perception event)
prevb preverb
prob probability, probabilitive
prog progressive
prolat prolative case
prop proper name
propr proprietive
prosp prospective evidential
prox proximal, proximate
pt particle
purp purposive
pv patient voice
q interrogative, 

question marker
qt quotative particle
qual qualitative
quant quantifier
quot quotative
r/ r/ m reflexive/ reciprocal/ 

middle
real realis
reas reasoning
rec recent
rec.p recent past
recip reciprocal
redup reduplicated
ref referential
refl reflexive
rel relative
rem remote
rem.p remote past
renarr renarrative evidential
rep reported
res resultative
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rest restrictive
retro retrospective
rpast recent past
rs reported speech
rsp reported speech particle
s intransitive subject
s S- evidential form
s/ a.foc focussed subject
sap speech act participant
sbd subordinative mode
sbjn subject marker
sens sensory evidential; non- 

visual sensory evidential
seq sequential
sg, sg, s singular
sgnf singular non- feminine
sgve singulative
SH Secret History of the 

Mongols (source) 
(Chapter 26)

sh subject honorific 
(Chapter 33)

simil similative
simult simultaneous
smlf semelfactive
snv inferred on the basis 

of any, except visual, 
perceptual input

soc sociative voice
sou source
Sp Spanish loanword
sp SP- evidential 

(Deferential Evidential)
spec specifier
spr superessive, location ‘on’
spr localization ‘on’
ss same subject
stab stabilizer
stat stative

su subject
sub subordinator
subj subjunctive
subord subordinate
sup supine
supp supposition
suppos suppositional
surp surprise
TAM tense- aspect- mood
temp temporal
ThV verbal thematic vowel
top topic
top.non.a/ s topical non- subject
tr transitive
transl translative case
unw unwitnessed
UT utterance time
uwpst unwitnessed past
v verb
vbz verbalizer
vcc verbless clause 

complement
vcs verbless clause subject
ven ventive
vers versative
vis visual
vn verbal noun
voc vocative
vs verbal suffix
wh question word
wit witnessed
wpst witnessed past
yestp yesterday’s past
ynq yes no question

Further conventions

= clitic break
-  affix boundary
: vowel lengthening
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Alexandra Y. Aikhenvald  is Distinguished Professor, Australian Laureate Fellow, and 
Director of the Language and Culture Research Centre at James Cook University. She is 
a major authority on languages of the Arawak family, from northern Amazonia, and has 
written grammars of Bare (1995) and Warekena (1998), plus A Grammar of Tariana, from 
Northwest Amazonia (CUP, 2003), and The Manambu language of East Sepik, Papua New 
Guinea (OUP, 2008)  in addition to essays on various typological and areal topics. Her  
other major publications include Evidentiality (OUP, 2004), Imperatives and Commands 
(OUP, 2010), Languages of the Amazon (OUP, 2012), The Art of Grammar (OUP, 2014), and 
How gender shapes the world (OUP, 2016).

Asier Alcázar is Associate Professor of Linguistics. He received his PhD in Linguistics from 
the University of Southern California in 2007. His research interests include theoretical syn-
tax, its interfaces with semantics and pragmatics, language variation, corpus linguistics, 
and typology. He has published several articles on various aspects of Basque, Spanish, and 
Romance syntax, two monographs, and two edited volumes. In addition, Asier has devel-
oped software tools to work with the online corpora of the Royal Academy of the Spanish 
Language and created the Consumer Eroski Parallel Corpus.

Kasper Boye  is Associate Professor in the Department of Scandinavian Studies and 
Linguistics, University of Copenhagen. He focuses on functional and cognitive linguistics, 
and his research interests include modality, grammaticalization, and complementation. His 
publications include ‘A usage- based theory of grammatical status and grammaticalization’ 
(Language 2012), Language Usage and Language Structure (with Elisabeth Engberg- Pedersen; 
Mouton de Gruyter, 2010), Epistemic Meaning: A Cross- Linguistic and Functional- Cognitive 
Study (Mouton de Gruyter, 2012), and Complementizer Semantics in European Languages 
(with Petar Kehayov; Mouton de Gruyter 2016).

Benjamin Brosig studied Mongolian and linguistics at the universities of Bonn and Cologne 
in 2003– 2009 and worked as a doctoral student at Stockholm University in 2010– 2014. 
He is currently employed as a postdoctoral research fellow at the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University (2015– 2017) and conducts fieldwork in Mongolia and Northern China. The main 
foci of his research have been evidentiality and aspect, along with tense and negation, in 
Central Mongolic dialects and their ancestors. He has also worked on adjectival secondary 
predication and, more recently, on terms of address and self- reference as well as extended 
uses of nominalization and possessives to express (im)politeness and speaker stance in 
Khalkha Mongolian.

Eithne B. Carlin  is Senior Lecturer in the Leiden University Centre for Linguistics, and 
head of the section Languages and Cultures of Native America. She has carried out extensive 
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fieldwork among the Amerindians of the Guianas since 1997 and has published widely on 
various linguistic and ethnolinguistic topics, among them A Grammar of Trio, a Cariban 
Language of Suriname (Peter Lang 2004), Linguistics and Archaeology in the Americas (Brill 
2010), co- edited with Simon van de Kerke, and is co- editor of the volume In and Out of 
Suriname: Language, Mobility and Identity (Brill 2015). Her main research interests encom-
pass language description, ethnography, and histories of the Amerindian peoples of the 
Guianas.

Josephine S. Daguman , PhD, is a member of Translators Association of the Philippines, Inc. 
and of SIL International. She is a field linguist who comes alongside communities who want 
to analyse their language and produce materials for their development. She is the author of 
a comprehensive grammar of Northern Subanen, a Philippine- type Austronesian language 
(Lincom Europa, 2013). She also teaches grammatical analysis and other linguistics and lan-
guage development courses.

Scott DeLancey is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Oregon since 1982. He has 
also taught at the University of Colorado, University of California at San Diego, Université 
Lyon II, and Gauhati University. His principal area of research is the descriptive and histor-
ical/ comparative analysis of the syntax and morphology of Tibeto- Burman languages; he 
has done primary research on Central Tibetan, Newar, Sunwar, Burmese, and Northwest 
Kuki- Chin languages of Manipur, and published extensively on the typology of Tibeto- 
Burman languages and the reconstruction of the Proto- Trans- Himalayan verb agreement 
system. He has also worked with Dene languages in Canada and Native languages of Oregon. 
His work in typology includes publications on grammaticalization, case, and evidentiality 
and mirativity.

David M. Eberhard is a lecturer in the Linguistics department at Payap University, Chiang 
Mai, Thailand, as well as a linguistics consultant with SIL. He holds a PhD in linguistics from 
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. Over a period of eighteen years he conducted research in the 
Amazon basin of Brazil, culminating in a descriptive grammar of Mamaindê, a language 
in the Nambikwara family. The richness found in this language family led him to focus on 
phonology (stress systems, tone sandhi, biphasic nasals, vowel enhancement) and morph-
ology (evidentiality, noun classifiers, switch reference). Besides phonology and morphology, 
he is also interested in the sociolinguistic issues of language vitality, language shift, and lan-
guage development in minority languages.

Stanka A. Fitneva is an Associate professor of Psychology at Queen’s University at Kingston, 
Canada. A native of Bulgaria, she holds a BA from Smith College and a PhD from Cornell 
University. Her research interests span topics such as language development, children’s 
social cognition, and memory.

Diana Forker  teaches general linguistics at the University of Bamberg and Caucasian 
Studies at the University of Jena. She completed her PhD at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology. Her main interests are languages of the Caucasus, typology, 
and morphosyntax and sociolinguistics. She currently works on the documentation of 
the Nakh- Daghestanian language Sanzhi Dargwa. Among her recent publications are  
A Grammar of Hinuq (2013) and several articles on different aspects of Nakh- Daghestanian 
languages.
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Victor A. Friedman  is Andrew W.  Mellon Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus in 
Linguistics, University of Chicago and Research Professor in Languages and Linguistics, 
La Trobe University. He is a member of the Macedonian Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
the Academy of Sciences of Albania, the Academy of Arts and Sciences of Kosova, Matica 
Srpska, and holds the ‘1300 Years Bulgaria’ jubilee medal. He is also Doctor Honoris Causa, 
University of Skopje, and holds the awards for outstanding contributions to scholarship 
from the American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages (2009) 
and the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (2014). During the 
Yugoslav Wars of Succession he worked for the United Nations as a senior policy and pol-
itical analyst. He has conducted fieldwork in the Balkans and the Caucasus for over forty 
years. His research has been supported by Guggenheim, Fulbright- Hays, NEH, ACLS, and 
other fellowships.

Elsa Gomez- Imbert is a senior Research Director retired from the CNRS France, and also 
associated with the Instituto Francés de Estudios Andinos (Lima, Perú). She has done field-
work among the Eastern Tukanoan groups in the Vaupés area in Colombian Amazonia, 
mainly those of the Piraparaná basin. Her published work addresses some of the most prom-
inent grammatical features of the Tukanoan family from a typological perspective, including 
tone, nasality, nominal classification, and evidentiality, as well as the marriage system prac-
tised by these Eastern groups, known as linguistic exogamy.

Rosaleen Howard  is Chair of Hispanic Studies at Newcastle University and Director of 
Newcastle’s Institute for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS.) She works on 
the linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics of the Andes, and has conducted field 
research in areas where Spanish, Quechua, and Aymara are spoken (Ecuador, Peru, and 
Bolivia). She has published widely on Quechua oral history; anthropological approaches 
to the study of language contact; translation issues; language politics and cultural iden-
tity; and intercultural education policy for indigenous peoples. Her books include Creating 
Context in Andean Cultures (ed., 1997, Oxford University Press); Knowledge and Learning in 
the Andes: Ethnographic Perspectives (co- ed. with Henry Stobart, 2002, Liverpool University 
Press; Por los linderos de la lengua. Ideologías lingüísticas en los Andes (2007, Lima: Instituto 
de Estudios Peruanos); Kawsay Vida. A  multimedia Quechua course for Beginners and 
Beyond (2013, University of Texas Press).

Gwendolyn Hyslop received her PhD in Linguistics from the University of Oregon in 2011. 
She is currently a lecturer in the Department of Linguistics at The University of Sydney. 
She has worked on several Tibeto- Burman languages and is a specialist of the East Bodish 
languages of Bhutan and Arunachal Pradesh. Publications include articles on tonogenesis, 
ergativity, historical linguistics, and a grammar of Kurtöp, published by Brill in 2017. She was 
awarded a prestigious Visiting Fellowship of the Cairns Institute for 2013.

Guillaume Jacques received his PhD at université Paris VII –  Denis Diderot in 2004, and 
is currently researcher at CNRS. His main research interests are language documentation 
and typologically oriented historical linguistics. He has been working on the description 
of Japhug (a Rgyalrong spoken in Mbarkham, Sichuan, China) since 2002 and on that of 
Khaling (a Kiranti language from Solukhumbu, Nepal) since 2011. He has also done field-
work on Situ, Zbu, Stau, Cone Tibetan, Chang Naga, and Pumi. In addition to a short gram-
mar of Japhug in Chinese and a series of articles, he has published a multimedia dictionary of 
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Japhug and a dictionary of Khaling verbs. He is currently writing a grammar of Japhug, and 
his research focuses on Rgyalrongic and Kiranti comparative grammar, Trans- Himalayan 
historical linguistics, Siouan historical linguistics, and the general principles of language 
change (panchronic linguistics).

Lars Johanson (born and educated in Sweden), earned his undergraduate and doctoral 
degree in Turkic Studies at the University of Uppsala. For many years he was Professor of 
Turcology at the Department of Oriental Studies of the University of Mainz. Currently 
he is Emeritus Professor at the University of Mainz and a Senior Lecturer at Uppsala 
University. Lars Johanson has been instrumental in transforming the field of Turcology, 
which was traditionally more philologically oriented, into a linguistic discipline. Apart 
from his contributions to Turcology, Lars Johanson made a number of pioneering con-
tributions to general linguistics and language typology, in particular to the typology of 
tense/ aspect systems and the theory of language contact. Lars Johanson is the editor of 
the journal Turkic Languages (Harrassowitz) and of the monograph series Turcologica 
(Harrassowitz).

Marie- Odile Junker  is a Professor of Linguistics at Carleton University, Canada. Her 
research interests include Indigenous language documentation, lexicography, and the rela-
tionship between language preservation and information technologies. She has been explor-
ing participatory approaches to research. Her first website http:// www.eastcree.org, which 
she started in 2000 in partnership with the Cree School Board of Quebec, has grown to 
encompass a large oral stories database, dictionaries, online language lessons, and games, 
and an interactive grammar of East Cree. Since 2005 she has participated in the creation 
of the Innu dictionary, one of the largest indigenous dictionaries to date, and directed its 
online and print (2016) publication. Current and on- going projects include the expansion of 
an online interactive linguistic atlas of Algonquian languages (atlas- ling.ca), the integration 
of twelve Algonquian dictionaries into a common digital infrastructure and a dictionary of 
the Atikamekw language.

Petar Kehayov is an associate research fellow at the Graduate School for East and Southeast 
European Studies at the University of Regensburg and Ludwig Maximilian University of 
Munich. He earned his BA, MA, and PhD degrees in linguistics at the University of Tartu. 
In his doctoral dissertation he studied the evidentiality systems of the languages of the 
Balkan and Baltic linguistic areas from a micro- typological perspective. In 2016 he earned 
his Habilitation in Finno- Ugric linguistics at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich 
with the thesis ‘The Fate of Mood and Modality in Language Death: Evidence from Minor 
Finnic’. His research focus includes, language contact, structural decay in language obsoles-
cence, conceptual complexity, mood and modality, evidentiality, clausal complementation, 
valency, and polarity items.

Heiko Narrog  is professor at Tohoku University, Japan. He received a PhD in Japanese 
studies from the Ruhr University Bochum in 1997, and a PhD in language studies from 
Tokyo University in 2002. His publications include Modality in Japanese and the 
Layered Structure of Clause (Benjamins, 2009), Modality, Subjectivity, and Semantic 
Change: A Cross- Linguistic Perspective (OUP, 2012), The Oxford Handbook of Linguistic 
Analysis (OUP, 2010), and The Oxford Handbook of Grammaticalization (OUP, 2011), both 
co- edited with Bernd Heine.
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Janis B. Nuckolls is a professor in the Department of Linguistics and English Language at 
Brigham Young University. She is an anthropological linguist with interests in grammar, 
discourse, ideophones, and more generally in the polysystemic nature of language. Most 
of her published work has concerned Pastaza Quichua, a dialect of the Quechua family of 
languages which is spoken in Amazonian Ecuador. Her most recent article The systematic 
stretching and contracting of ideophonic phonology in Pastaza Quichua, clarifies the system-
atic nature of Pastaza Quichua’s expressive, ideophonic phonology. She has also published 
two books about ideophones, one which clarifies their integration with the aspectual sub-
system of Pastaza Quichua grammar, and another about the linguistic culture of ideophone 
users. She has co- edited (with Lev Michael) Evidentiality in interaction, a volume of essays 
on the pragmatics of evidential usage in diverse languages, and is now working on a compre-
hensive grammar of Pastaza Quichua.

Chia- jung Pan is Associate Professor of the School of Literature at the Nankai University, 
Tianjin, P. R. China. His PhD thesis A grammar of Lha’alua (Saaroa), an Austronesian lan-
guage of Taiwan was completed at the Language and Culture Research Centre, Cairns 
Institute, James Cook University in 2012. Currently, he is continuing his research into the 
Saaroa language and investigating neighbouring languages— Tsou and Kanakanavu.

Anna Papafragou is Professor in the Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences at the 
University of Delaware and holds a joint appointment in the Department of Linguistics and 
Cognitive Science. Papafragou received her BA in Linguistics from the University of Athens 
and her PhD in Linguistics from University College London. Her research interests focus on 
language acquisition and the relationship between language and other cognitive systems. 
She has received awards from the National Institute of Health and the National Science 
Foundation, and is the recipient of the Young Scholars Award of the Francis Alison Society 
at her institution. At the University of Delaware, she is a member of the multi- departmental 
Cognitive Science Steering Committee, and is Director of the Graduate Program in 
Psychological and Brain Sciences.

Tyler Peterson received his PhD from the University of British Columbia in 2010 and joined 
the University of Auckland School of Cultures, Languages, and Linguistics in 2013. After 
completing a post doctoral project at Leiden University and a visiting professor position at 
the University of Toronto, he was the interim head of the Native American Masters Program 
at the University of Arizona. While there he worked with various tribal groups in the 
American Southwest in training community language activists in language documentation 
and policy. He has undertaken extensive fieldwork on the endangered indigenous language 
Gitksan (Tsimshianic, British Columbia), and has also worked with the Tupian languages in 
the Brazilian Amazon. His primary interests are in the study of semantics and pragmatics, 
and the development of field methodologies that probe these kinds of meanings.

Conor McDonough Quinn is an Adjunct Assistant Professor at the University of Southern 
Maine Department of Linguistics. A documentary and revitalization linguist whose theoret-
ical research centres mainly around morphosyntax, he has worked primarily with the Eastern 
Algonquian speech communities indigenous to the current- day U.S.- Canadian Northeast. 
His dissertation examines gender, person, and referential-  and clausal- dependency morph-
ology in Penobscot verbal argument structure; subsequent and ongoing collaborative work 
has included creating an audiovisual archive of Passamaquoddy conversational speech, 
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devising learner- L1- informed approaches to ESOL/ ELL teaching, and developing effective 
adult heritage- learner curricula for Maliseet, Mi’kmaw, and Abenaki revitalization efforts. 
He is now finishing a three- year NSF/ NEH DEL- funded project to finalize and publish a 
legacy manuscript dictionary of Penobscot, while also continuing to focus on improving 
L2 pedagogical strategies for Eastern Algonquian and other indigenous North American 
languages.

Hannah Sarvasy received her PhD in 2015 from James Cook University. She has conducted 
immersion fieldwork on Nungon (Papuan), Kim and Bom (Atlantic; Sierra Leone), and 
Tashelhit Berber. Her publications include A Grammar of Nungon:  A  Papuan Language 
of Northeast New Guinea (Brill, 2017), an edited journal issue on Finisterre Papuan lan-
guages, and articles and book chapters on topics in Nungon grammar, fieldwork method-
ology, Bantu linguistics, and ethnobiology, as well as Kim and Bom language primers. She 
has taught at UCLA and is currently Research Fellow at the Centre of Excellence for the 
Dynamics of Language at the Australian National University, where she runs a longitudinal 
study of child language acquisition of Nungon.

Barbara Shaffer is Associate Professor in the Department of Linguistics, Signed Language 
Interpreting Program at the University of New Mexico. Dr Shaffer’s research interests 
include the grammaticalization of signed languages, modality and mood in signed language, 
evidentiality and stance markers in ASL, intersubjectivity in discourse, and intersubjectivity 
in interpreted interactions.

Elena Skribnik is Professor and Director of the Institute of Finno- Ugric and Uralic Studies 
at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich. Her main areas of research are syntax, 
especially clause combining, grammatical categories and grammaticalization processes, 
and language contact of the languages of Siberia. She has carried out fieldwork on a num-
ber of Altaic and Uralic languages of Siberia (1977– 2008) and published studies on these 
languages. She has participated in educational programs for representatives of indigenous 
peoples at the Universities of Novosibirsk and Khanty- Mansiysk (Russian Federation), 
and is co- author of the first Mansi teaching manual intended for students of Mansi with 
insufficient knowledge of their heritage language at national schools and pedagogical 
institutions. She is currently leading the Strategic Partnership (Erasmus+) between eight 
European universities focusing on Finno- Ugric Studies, is working on a handbook of 
Uralic languages, and on a digital construction of adverbial clauses in Mongol, Buryat,  
and Kalmyk.

Ho- min Sohn is Professor Emeritus of Korean Linguistics and a past director of the Centre 
for Korean Studies and the Korean Flagship Centre at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. He 
is President of the Korean Language Education and Research Centre and a past president 
of both the American Association of Teachers of Korean (1994– 7) and of the International 
Circle of Korean Linguistics (1979– 81). He is at present the Project Director of an inter-
national collaborative project which has developed twenty Korean language textbooks and is 
developing a dictionary of Korean grammar and usage. His numerous publications include 
Essentials of Korean culture (2014), Topics in Korean language and linguistics (2013), Korean 
language in culture and society (2006), The Korean language (1999), Korean: descriptive gram-
mar (1994), Linguistic expeditions (1986), Woleaian– English dictionary (1976), Woleaian ref-
erence grammar (1975) and A Ulithian grammar (1973).
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Margaret Speas received her MA in Linguistics from the University of Arizona in 1981 and 
her PhD in Linguistics from MIT in 1986. Her research focuses on the role of functional cat-
egories in natural language and the basic principles that constrain syntactic structure across 
languages. She is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Mario Squartini  (PhD, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, 1995)  is Professor of Linguistics 
at the University of Turin. His research interests concentrate on grammatical marking of 
tense, aspect, and modality, especially focusing on complex semantic boundaries (aspect 
and Aktionsart, epistemic modality and evidentiality, evidentiality and mirativity). He 
wrote a book on aspectual matters, Verbal Periphrases in Romance: Aspect, Actionality, and 
Grammaticalization (Mouton de Gruyter, 1998). As to evidentiality, he published articles in 
Studies in Language, Lingua, Linguistics, Journal of Pragmatics and edited a special issue of 
the Italian Journal of Linguistics (Evidentiality between Lexicon and Grammar, 2007).

Kristine Stenzel (PhD University of Boulder, Colorado) lives and works in Brazil where 
she is a Professor in the Department of Linguistics at the Federal University of Rio de 
Janeiro (UFRJ). Her research focuses on the description, documentation, and typological 
analysis of Eastern Tukanoan languages, in particular Kotiria (Wanano) and Wa’ikhana 
(Piratapuyo). Her interests include a broad spectrum of questions in linguistic typology, 
multilingualism, contact and change, orthography development, and language documen-
tation, particularly within the context of the Upper Rio Negro region. She has authored 
articles and book chapters on topics in phonetics, phonology, morphosyntax, discourse, 
and sociolinguistic issues, in addition to A Descriptive Grammar of Kotiria (Wanano) (2013, 
University of Nebraska Press).

Anne Storch is Professor of African Linguistics at the University of Cologne. Her princi-
pal research has been on the various languages of Nigeria (including Jukun and Maaka), 
on the Atlantic language region, and on Western Nilotic (Southern Sudan and Uganda). 
Her work combines contributions on cultural and social contexts of languages, the semi-
otics of linguistic practices, epistemes and ontologies of colonial linguistics, as well as lin-
guistic description. She has contributed to the analysis of registers and choices, language as 
social practice, ways of speaking, and complex repertoires. Presently, she is interested in epi-
stemic language, metalinguistics, noise and silence, as well as language use in complicated 
settings, such as tourism. Her publications include Secret Manipulations (New York 2011), A 
Grammar of Luwo (Amsterdam 2014), and several other volumes. A book on language and 
emotion edited by her is in print (Consensus and Dissent, Amsterdam 2017), and a volume on 
colonial linguistics, co- edited together with Ana Deumert and Nick Shepherd, will appear 
in 2018 (Colonial Linguistics, Oxford University Press). In 2017, she received the prestigious 
Leibniz Award, for excellence in linguistics.

Jackson T.- S. Sun is Research Fellow and Former Director at the Institute of Linguistics in 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan. He specializes in the phonology, morphosyntax, and historical 
linguistics of Tani, Tibetic, and Qiangic languages of the Sino- Tibetan family. His major 
contributions include validation of Rgyalrongic as a distinct Sino- Tibetan subgroup, discov-
ery of uvularization as a cross- linguistic secondary articulation type, and pioneering work 
on the identification and documentation of the Horpic languages. In addition to various 
articles and book chapters, he has published a book on Amdo phonology (Tokyo: Institute 
for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 1986) and an edited volume on 
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little- studied Tibetic languages (Taipei: ILAS, 2014). His forthcoming publications include a 
Proto- Tani phonological reconstruction (co- authored with Mark Post), a survey of Tibetic 
languages spoken in Khrochu County of Sichuan Province and a collection of annotated 
spoken texts in Tshobdun Rgyalrong.

Tim Thornes is Associate Professor of Linguistics in the English Department at Boise State 
University in Boise, Idaho. He received his PhD in 2003 from the University of Oregon, hav-
ing written a comprehensive grammatical description of Northern Paiute (a Western Numic 
language within the Uto- Aztecan family). He has conducted documentary fieldwork on five 
distinct varieties of the language and has been developing a corpus of texts from his own 
fieldwork and numerous archival materials. His publications on Northern Paiute include 
work on stem- formation processes, including lexical affixes, causatives, and single word ser-
ial verb constructions, as well as relative clauses, directive speech acts, and the evolution 
of grammar. Functional- historical approaches to explanation (John Benjamins 2013) was co- 
edited with Erik Andvik, Gwendolyn Hyslop, and Joana Jansen. Thornes has also worked 
closely with communities to develop materials and strategies for revitalizing Northern 
Paiute.

Ercenur Ünal is a post- doctoral researcher at Radboud University and Max Planck Institute 
for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, Netherlands. She completed her BA in Psychology and 
MA in Developmental Psychology at Koç University in Istanbul, Turkey. In the spring of 
2016, she earned her PhD in Cognitive Psychology at University of Delaware in the United 
States. Her research uses developmental and cross- linguistic approaches to study language 
acquisition and the relationship between language and other cognitive processes.

J. Randolph Valentine  is Professor of Linguistics and American Indian Studies at the 
University of Wisconsin- Madison. His research focuses on strategies of rich documentation 
of endangered languages, with a primary interest in the Ojibwe language, spoken in many 
distinct dialects in the Great Lakes region of Canada and the United States. His dissertation 
research was a dialectological study of Ojibwe, involving the collection and analysis of lex-
ical, morphological, and textual material from communities across Canada. He is also the 
author of an extensive grammar of the dialects of Ojibwe spoken along the shores of Lake 
Huron, and is presently working on dictionaries of two distinct dialects.

Björn Wiemer  received his PhD in Slavic and general linguistics in 1996 (Hamburg 
University). He worked as research assistant at the chair of Slavic Languages at Constance 
University from 1996 to 2003. Subsequent to his postdoctoral thesis (2002, venia for Slavic 
and Baltic linguistics) he continued doing research and teaching at Constance University 
until 2007, when he was appointed to the chair of Slavic Linguistics at Mainz University. His 
main topics of interest are aspect and other verbal categories, voice related phenomena, evi-
dentiality and modality, clausal complementation, also from a diachronic perspective and 
in non- standard varieties, language contact and areal linguistics. He has contributed to all 
mentioned domains with publications both on synchronic and diachronic issues. He has 
(co)edited thirteen volumes on Slavic, Baltic, and general linguistics.

Sherman Wilcox (PhD 1988) is Professor of Linguistics at the University of New Mexico.  
His main research interests are the theoretical and applied studies of signed languages. His 
theoretical work focuses on iconicity, gesture, and typological studies of signed languages. 
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He is widely recognized as an advocate for academic acceptance of American Sign Language 
in universities in the United States. He also has taught signed language interpreting for many 
years and most recently has begun to demonstrate the application of Cognitive Linguistics 
to interpreting theory. He is author of several books and articles, including The Phonetics 
of Fingerspelling (1992); Gesture and the Nature of Language (with David F. Armstrong and 
William C. Stokoe, 1994); Learning to See: Teaching American Sign Language as a Second 
Language (with Phyllis Perrin Wilcox, 1997); and several edited collections.

Katarzyna (Kasia) I. Wojtylak is a PhD scholar at Language and Culture Research Centre 
(James Cook University) in Cairns, Australia. She is working on a reference grammar of 
Murui (Witoto), a language from Colombia parts of Northwest Amazonia. She began field-
work on Murui in 2010, and since then she continued her study on the language, taking into 
account data from the Mɨnɨka and Mɨka varieties of Witoto, as well other Witotoan languages 
(Ocaina and Nonuya). Her main interests include language documentation, anthropological 
linguistics, typology, and language contact, with a particular focus on languages spoken 
between the Caquetá- Putumayo region in Northwest Amazonia. She co- edited volumes for 
STUF Sprachtypologie und Universalienforschung and Linguistic Discovery.

Michael Wood is Senior Lecturer in Anthropology at the Cairns Campus of James Cook 
University, and an expert on various issues in the anthropology of Papua New Guinea, 
including the Kamula myth and ritual. He is currently working on two PNG related 
projects— one is exploring how Papua New Guineans care for elderly family and friends liv-
ing in North Queensland and in PNG. The other project involves understanding how the 
landscapes of the Nakanai ranges in New Britain express cultural values that might help 
secure World Heritage listing of some of this beautiful region.

Wenjiang Yang  is Associate Professor at Nankai University, China. He got his PhD in 
Japanese linguistics at Peking University in 2014. His current research interests include 
tense, aspect, evidentiality, and grammaticalization.
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